Edinburgh Summer School in Clinical Education 2011

‘State of the Art’ workshops at Festival time

Are you enthusiastic about helping clinical students learn? Do you see yourself leading quality improvements in education, for the benefit of students and patient care? If so, this is the course for you. The Edinburgh Summer School is packed with workshops to develop your skills around teaching, learning and assessment – with enough theory to give you the tools and the confidence to lead change, evaluate developments and ensure excellence in your future practices.

The social programme includes an evening reception and a course dinner and in the evenings you may wish to explore the potpourri of events in the internationally famous Edinburgh Festival Fringe.

What 2010 Participants said

“I’m working on changing the programme of internal medicine in my clinic, so I started to use this new knowledge and skills very promptly! Summer school was very useful! Thank you very much!”

“I think it was brilliant and met all of my needs as a doctor in training.”

Monday 15 August - The Learner
Morning: Learning needs and professional development
Afternoon: Mentoring and appraisal

Tuesday 16 August - Teaching methods
Morning: Large group teaching
Afternoon: Small group teaching

Wednesday 17 August - Assessment
Morning: Assessment principles and standard setting
Lunchtime Keynote Address: Professor Ronald M Harden OBE MD FRCP (GLAS.) FRCS (ED.) FRCPC, “Imagine if the impossible isn’t – looking to the future in medical education”
Afternoon: Writing and evaluating questions

Thursday 18 August - The clinical setting
Morning: Teaching clinical and communication skills
Afternoon: Objective structured clinical examinations

Friday 19 August - Aligning learning, teaching and assessment
Morning: Workplace based training and assessment
Afternoon: Designing and evaluating courses

Registration for the full week is £600 and covers all tutoring, evening receptions and the Course Dinner. Registration for individual sessions subject to availability. Some inexpensive accommodation reserved: best to book early.

Closing date for applications 29th July 2011
Further information and online registration:
email: essce@ed.ac.uk or Tel 0131 242 6651
http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/medicine-vet-medicine/summer-school/
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